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quality of the product, and both
parties share in the standards of
living that result from that
commerce.

Further, this position also
depends on the belief that it is
desirable to have local farms and
that fresh drinking milk and other
easily perishable milk fluids are
bestproducedlocally, andthat loc-
al producers are best to supply loc-
al demand.

Arguments against the premium
are that it interferes with interstate
trade(some claim it violates feder-
al interstate trade law), and hurts
those attempting to sell milk at a
lowerprice, and/oqbuyit at a lower
price.

The theme here is that it goes
against the nature of free market
capitalism.

It also depends on a belief that
depending on local Pennsylva-
nians to produce local drinking
milk is obsolete. '

Of course, there are other twists
and other viewpoints.

As an agency, the PMMB con-
siders proposals, such as this
40-cent reduction request, when
petitioned by a sufficient number
of producers or interests in the
dairy industry.

While the MACMMA initially
petitioned for the reduction in pre-
mium, it was joinedin the petition
by the Pennsylvania Milk Dealers
Association.

During the May 25hearing, held
in the cafeteria of the slate Farm
ShowComplex inHarrisburg, sev-
eral organizations had representa-
tives testify on the issue.

Support for the two groups’
proposal was about split, and that
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